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Lesson-5

ز س ص

بِْسِم اهللِ الرَّْحمِٰن الرَِّحيْمِ 
ََلمُ عَٰٰل رَُسْوِل اهللِ  ٰلوةُ وَالسَّ اَلَْحمُْد هلِلِ وَالصَّ

ََلمُ  عَلَيُْكمْ َورَْحمَةُ اهللِ وَبََرََكتُه   اَلسَّ



Approximately
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Relax & Smile! 

You are the best! Why? The Prophet pbuh said so! 

You learn best and remember more when you feel good!
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Take a deep 
breath



The Letter Poem1
مَ 
  
  
  

َف  وَ َب   1
are from the lips

2

Tongue has many; 
12 from the tip

3

At the end is:  ا

(with Fathah)

With action 
please!  

(to remember 
attributes)



First Letter
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Shape of Letter ز

8What do you see there? Banana? موز



Shape of Letter ز
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Shape of Letter ز
A dot above
Stronger air 

flow
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Touch the tongue to the edge of the lower 
teeth and blow with a strong sound

Image is from the book of  Sheik Ayman Suwaid
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“The one who taught by the pen”

Strokes for Arabic Letters



1

2
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ز is too thin and small. (just like و ذ and د)
It is not no wide face. 

Therefore, it has no short form. It has full form only. 
Thin letter  No connector after it.
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15

ز ز
Full Form  Short Form

(Beginning or middle)
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ز ز
ـز ـز

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)

Connectors from previous letters

Connector at top
(Intelligent design to make it 

distinct it from ذ)



انـزل
زبر

عزيـز
فوز

4th

Examples
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ز ز
ـز ـز
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With Fathah

زَ  زَ 
ـزَ  ـزَ 

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)



Second Letter
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Shape of Letter س
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Shape of Letter س
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Shape of Letter س
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Image is from the book of  Sheik Ayman Suwaid

Touch the tongue to the edge of the 
lower teeth and blow with a soft sound
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Short Form

2. Put the connector

1. Identify the face!
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سـ س
Full Form  Short Form

(Beginning or middle)
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سـ س
ـسـ ـس

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)

Connectors from previous 
letters



بـسـم ابليـس
سـرر الناس

4th

Examples
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سـ س
ـسـ ـس
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With Fathah

َسـ َس 
ـَسـ ـَس 

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)



100’s of Qur’anic words 
start with…

very soon َسـ
when it comes with a verb
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Third Letter
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Third Letter: ص

32
Take the letter ‘Seen’ and let us make its face fat!



Third Letter

33
Take the first small cup and turn it around



Third Letter

34
And you get ص



Third Letter
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Very thick &
High Sounding



Image is from the book of  Sheik Ayman Suwaid

Shape of the tongue!
Very thick & High Sounding

Thicken the tongue, touch it to the edge of the lower 
teeth and blow with a thick and high sound.
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Short Form 

2. Put the connector

1. Identify the face!
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صـ ص
Full Form  Short Form

(Beginning or middle)
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صـ ص
ـصـ ـص

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)

Connectors from previous letters



الـصـمد
صـلح

نقـص
مناص

4th

Examples
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صـ ص
ـصـ ـص
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With Fathah

َصـ َص 
ـَصـ ـَص 

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)



Lets practice reading the new letters…



صَ 
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ـَس صَ 
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ـزَ ـَس صَ 
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ـص ــزَ ـَس صَ 
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زَ ـص ــزَ ـَس صَ 
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ـزَ 

49



ص ــزَ 
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ـَسـص ــزَ 
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َســَسـص ــزَ 

52



ـصَ َســَسـص ــزَ 
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Don’t Mix the letters!
Each one has a unique sound or appearance

Sound Appearance



Notice the difference!

طَ  َص 
َطـ َصـ
ـَطـ ـَصـ
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Notice the difference in MAKHRAJ

َص  َس  ثَ 
ـَص  ـَس  ـثَ 
ـَصـ ـَسـ ـثَـ
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Notice the difference in MAKHRAJ

ظَ  ذَ  زَ 
ـَظـ ـذَ  ـزَ 
ـَظـ ـذَ  ـزَ 
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Lets revise what we learnt in previous lessons



ـفَـ
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ـثَــفَـ
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ـبَــثَــفَـ
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ـمَــبَــثَــفَـ
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ـتَــمَــبَــثَــفَـ
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ـمَـ
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ـبَــمَـ

65



ـَف ـبَــمَـ
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ـوَ ـَف ـبَــمَـ
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طـ ـوَ ـَف ـبَــمَـ

68



ـتَـ

69



ـدَ ـتَـ
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ـطـ ـدَ ـتَـ
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ثَــطـ ـدَ ـتَـ
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ـذَ ثَــطـ ـدَ ـتَـ

73



ـبَ 

74



وَ ـبَ 

75



ظ َوَ ـبَ 
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فَـظ َوَ ـبَ 

77



ـَف فَـظ َوَ ـبَ 
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Let’s Play a Game!

I will show you different words.  

You will identify the letter that I want. 
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Where is zaa?
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Where is zaa?

81



Where is zaa?

82



Where is zaa?

83



Where is saa?

84



Where is Seen?
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Where is Seen?

86



Where is Seen?

87



Where is saa?

88



Where is Seen?

89



Where is Saad?
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Where is Saad?

91



Where is Saad?

92



Where is Saad?
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Where is Saad?
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Where is Saad?
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The Letter Poem1
مَ 
  
  
  

َف  وَ َب   1
are from the lips

2

Tongue has many; 
12 from the tip

3

At the end is:  ا

(with Fathah)

With action 
please!  

(to remember 
attributes)



Spoken Arabic
Selections are such that they occur most in the Qur’an!
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مُْسلِم  

مُو ِْمن  

ََكفِر  

Muslims

Believers

Disbelievers 

مُْسلِمُْونَ 

مُو ِْمنُْونَ 

ََكفُِروْنَ 
Read it, repeat it, practice it, 
and use it wherever possible!



ََلمُ عَلَيُْكمْ  وَالسَّ
َورَْحمَةُ اهللِ وَبََرََكتُه   

That’s it for now.
See you in the next lesson.

Keep praying: رَّبِ زِْدنِْي ِعلْمًا 
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